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LITERACY INITIATIVES IN CANADIAN
MUNICIPALITIES

INTRODUCTION

The National Literacy Secretariat requested a report on the current status of workplace
literacy initiatives in Canadian municipalities. A report was done by Lionel Feldman
Consulting Limited in 1991 on eleven municipalities, examining their workplace literacy
programmes. At that time only two had established formal literacy policies and programs,
Calgary and Vancouver. Since that time, due for the most part to the "awareness raising"
of the International Year of Literacy in 1990, several urban municipalities have
undertaken literacy programs for their employees.

The terms of reference for this paper are:

to examine literacy initiatives in Canadian municipalities

 

 



to prepare case studies on several of the initiatives

to examine the role of partnerships to support and deliver the literacy programs in
the municipal workplace

to make recommendations for future action

The information was obtained from telephone interviews with:

the Executive Directors/Presidents of the Provincial /Territoral Municipal
Associations (15)

municipal administrators associations (3)

municipal staff (20)

literacy councils (10)

the Executive Director of the Movement for Canadian Literacy

ABC Canada

members of the Board of Directors of the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (1
from each region).

The interviews were conducted using a questionnaire as a guideline only. There was
ample opportunity to explore other areas of information. Written reports were received
from six municipalities on their efforts. NALD supplied a computer printout of
workplace literacy programs. Additional information was obtained from Laubach Canada,
the BEST program, the YMCA Employment Initiatives Program, United Way Canada
and the Learning Centre in Orillia.

CURRENT STATUS OF MUNICIPAL WORKPLACE LITERACY INITIATIVES

Municipal governments are struggling to meet the challenges created by the changes in
the workplace. These include new technology, more complex information systems and
increased concentration on quality service to the public. The changes have resulted in the
need to upgrade existing skills or learn new skills in the workplace. Workers at all levels
of municipal corporations must have the necessary skills required for full participation in
work life. In the past, a totally literate workforce has not been necessary. Blue collar
workers, in particular, have not had to be able to read and write to function in their job
because instructions were generally given orally. Today basic literacy skills are essential
if they are to operate computers, read instructions and provide public services. In
municipalities with large numbers of immigrants in the workforce, second language
instruction is increasingly important.

Although the number of municipalities with direct involvement in the provision of
literacy skills to employees is still small, it should not be construed as a low priority by
municipal governments. In the past four years the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
has received two resolutions on the need for funding of literacy programs for municipal
workforces. These were debated at the annual conferences and referred to the appropriate
agencies for study.

Research has shown that approximately eight now have or support a policy/program on
literacy for their employees. Others are assessing the potential demand for basic skills

 

 



training in their workplace and the resources required. The City of Victoria will be
implementing a program for the Fall of 1993 with the Hastings Institute on workplace
skills training. The City of Prince George, BC, after consultation with the Hastings
Institute, has set up a Steering Committee with representatives from management, union
and municipal politicians to look at workplace upgrading for their staff.

The municipalities that have literacy programs are "urban" with populations in excess of
40,000. These municipalities are major employers in the community, with separate
human resource departments, unions, and part time/full time elected representatives.

 

 



REASONS FOR MUNICIPAL WORKPLACE LITERACY PROGRAMS

The impetus for workplace literacy programs comes from three sources: the municipal
politicians, human resources personnel and the labour unions. A supportive partnership
between politicians and municipal and union staff has resulted in proactive policies
being developed related to personal development initiatives for staff. In the case of
literacy proposals in municipalities, research indicates that the primary catalyst has been
from the human resources departments.

With the gap widening between workplace requirements and workers' skill levels, and
due to the awareness raising of the International Year for Literacy, municipalities have
undertaken upgrading skills programs for some/all of the following reasons:

Health and safety regulations are learned and understood

Morale and efficiency is increased

Flexibility and adaptability: Workers are more adaptable to change in routines and
responsibility and in training for new technology

Potential for promotion of employees is increased

Communications skills are improved

Plain Language can be promoted in written and verbal communications in the
municipality

Individual self-confidence is improved and enhanced

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS IN TODAY'S CLIMATE

Governments generally in Canada have been feeling the pinch of financial restraints and
the recession. Municipal governments are in the difficult position of being on the
receiving end of policy decisions by the federal and provincial governments without
consultation. This "trickle down effect" or "downloading" has left them scrambling to
come up with creative solutions to municipal concerns and their ability to continue to
provide services.

Municipalities are accountable to the provincial governments through legislation. The
provinces negotiate with the federal government on behalf of municipalities. Municipal
governments receive funds through the property tax system, transfer payments and fees
for services. They do not have other sources of taxation to acquire funds. As well, they
must have a balanced budget at year end, unlike the federal and provincial governments.
The onus then is to provide essential services with a limited tax base.

Municipal governments and their elected representatives undergo intense scrutiny by the
public, primarily because they are the most accessible to them. New policies and
programs are weighed carefully for public reaction to the expenditures, including those
for staff development. They have managed to retain the respect of Canadians at a time
when government and politicians generally are viewed with distrust, as polls have
shown.

These financial and political realities have resulted in efforts to provide services to the
public and their staff using other community resources. For literacy programs this has
meant that some have made partnerships with unions, community colleges, school

 

 



boards, libraries and local organizations. They enable municipal governments to keep
the costs low or non- existent for programs and services.

Municipal governments support local organizations that give skills training in a variety
of ways. They give grants-in-lieu of property taxes and provide meeting space in
municipal buildings. For example, the Learning Centre in Orillia, Ontario receives a
portion of its property taxes back from the municipality. The Centre gives literacy
courses to employees of local companies.

In recent years, groups such as the YMCA and the John Howard Society have been
giving literacy courses as part of life skills education. There is no evidence of any
partnerships with municipalities for the provision of workforce literacy programs. The
United Way Canada has written a resource manual for community agencies on literacy.
Research indicated that local United Ways have not been giving grants to municipalities
or their partners for literacy training of municipal workforces.

 

 



CASE STUDIES OF MUNICIPAL WORKFORCE LITERACY INITIATIVES

Of the eight municipalities that have a policy or program on literacy for their staff, four
are providing the training cooperatively with local partners and four finance the courses
totally through the municipal budget. The Cities of Victoria and Prince George are still
in the planning stages. Victoria has negotiated a partnership with the BC buildings
Corporation to help finance literacy programs for both workforces.

For the most part, municipalities are using four methods for literacy training. They differ
in student-teacher ratio, attainment level and orientation. The method used by the
municipality is influenced by the costs involved, the initiators of the program and the
desired results.

Those in use are:

Laubach Literacy of Canada:

The Workplace Skills Training is based on one-to-one peer tutoring on the work site.
The program uses phonics with books and materials up to the Grade 10 level. The
students progress at their own level with the commitment to confidentiality.

Basic Education for Skills Training (BEST):

BEST is a project of the Ontario Federation of Labour and its affiliated unions. The
programs are run on-site in groups of 6-12 students with a co-worker as the instructor.
It assists workers in improving their skills in reading, writing, math, communication and
second language programs.

Grade Equivalency Diploma (GED):

GED is a concentrated basic skills program which teaches literacy skills. It enables the
student to attain a grade 12 equivalency upon completion. (Calgary also offers ABE,
Adult Basic Education, for reading, English and math Grades 1-9,as well as GED.)

Vancouver Municipal Workplace Language Program (VMWLP):

This writing-based, learner-centred program is designed to be responsive to learners'
backgrounds and personal and workplace needs. The student sets the pace and direction
of the program. Reading, writing, listening and communication skills are taught. There
is no prescribed curriculum.

The case studies are grouped by municipalities that established a literacy program totally
financed by the municipality and those that sought community partners for delivery
assistance. In cases where contracts were in force for the provision of literacy courses, it
was not considered a cooperative venture or partnership. The depth of information was
dependent upon the availability of written material and statistics, the interview and the
partner. Since the Feldman report in 1991 dealt with the Vancouver and Calgary
initiatives, this paper will provide an update only on those cities. They are well-
established programs with continuing funding from the municipality.

It should be noted that in some cases there was a reluctance to provide statistics on the
participants in workforce literacy programs due to the "confidentiality" aspect.

I. MUNICIPAL WORKPLACE LITERACY INITIATIVES WITHOUT PARTNERS

 

 



City of Kitchener, Ontario:

The City of Kitchener Training and Development Committee (part of the Human
Resources Department) made workplace literacy a training objective to help its 600
employees meet workplace demands in 1990. The program has the support of City
Council, senior management and the unions. With the assistance of Laubach Literacy of
Canada, the committee formed a peer tutoring program in September 1990. The one-to-
one tutoring is private and confidential. The program is time flexible to accommodate
shift workers. Students work at their own pace and level to upgrade their reading,
writing and math skills.

Tutors are recruited from across the corporation and given a 20 hour training course. It
familiarizes them with teaching materials, methods of teaching adult students and
simplifying workplace material for the students.

Recruitment of students is done by Laubach with the help of the union. Students are
evaluated by Laubach and placed in a book level, rather than a grade level. Post-
evaluations are done after 18 months with a report to the municipality. Two hundred
workers were initially identified as needing literacy upgrading. Thirty students per year
are in the program.

Kitchener chose to assign training by targeting sectors, rather than by need or employee
application. The outside workers, generally labourers, were first, followed by transit
workers. The utilities employees will be the next ones to receive training. To-date all
participants have been male.

The municipality gives the students one hour of paid work time per week for the
lessons, and the students donate one hour minimum of their own time. The tutors are
given time off to teach by the corporation. Costs for books and materials are shared by
two sources:

60% from the Ministry of Education 
40% from the City of Kitchener

No statistics on student enrolment and levels were received after several requests. Plain
Language training for municipal staff was not being offered. However, it was seen as
something that they would consider in the future.

 

 



City of Calgary:

Calgary began its workforce literacy program in 1988. They contracted with the Alberta
Vocational Centre to run the program. City funding for the initiative has been restored
after being cut at the end of 1992. Intense lobbying by unions caused City politicians to
reverse its decision. The program is available to approximately 12,000 employees. Thirty
students are enrolled for each session.

During the Spring of 1993, the project was moved into the Calgary Training College. It
offers convenient location and timetables for students. The program staff are negotiating
with the City to buy 6 computer terminals. They want to offer a computer-assisted
learning system called Plato. The system has proved successful in helping the students
become comfortable with computers, while at the same time acquiring literacy skills.

Calgary's program is based on City payment for the instruction with student donation of
time for the courses, approximately four hours per week. The Coordinator said that there
was no evidence that attendance or student numbers were reduced because the City did
not allow time off for the program.

1989-92 program statistics for participation in adult basic education skills are:

Total 1989 1990 1991 1992
452 145 105 65 137

Dropouts 26 26 5  

Males 78% 79% 77% 78%
Females 22% 21% 23% 22%

The reasons for enrolling in the program were, for the most part, job advancement and
personal interest. The gender participation is similar to that of other programs with
students being predominantly male. The average grade completed was grade 10.

City of Medicine Hat:

In 1990 during the International Year for Literacy, the Personnel Manager for the City of
Medicine Hat approached Medicine Hat College about courses for its 400 full-time
employees in basic literacy skills. The Adult Workforce Upgrading Project, similar in
design to that of the Calgary program, followed the GED and ABE course guidelines
with university trained tutors. Three main issues were the catalyst:

1. the City realized that it was important to equip employees with adequate academic
skills and self-confidence to cope with the demands of the workplace

2. a number of employees became aware that in order to compete for internal
promotions they must have the necessary educational skills

3. the City wanted to provide training for its blue collar workforce

A 1993 evaluation report estimated that 20% of the City workforce needs skills
upgrading.

The program is totally financed by the City of Medicine Hat at a cost of approximately
$750.00 per student in 1993, for a total of 15 students. The cost per student has
decreased from $1820 Year 1 and $1060 in Year 2. Due to changes in the program
format and the skill level of participants, an instructor is only present one night a week

 

 



and an assistant for the other night, substantially reducing the cost of delivery. The City
pays for the books, the tuition and a resource library. The workers attend literacy courses
on their own time in the evening. A full course is 180 hours. Due to budget constraints
the program will be downsized in 1994.

To-date approximately 50 Medicine Hat Employees have taken part in the program.
There is no pressure for employees to take courses and confidentiality is assured. The
unions set up informational meetings for staff with Medicine Hat College trainers. These
recruitment sessions are done several times a year.

Statistics for the period 1990-92 are as follows:

Number completed GED 18
Number discontinued 7
Number continuing 1
Number waiting
(have previously attended) 3

TOTAL NUMBER ATTENDED 29
Number of new waiting 2
Number interested but 
did not attend 7

TOTAL NUMBER INTERESTED 38

The workers who did not complete the course gave reasons such as, heavy workload,
personal matters and inaccessible location. The male-female ratio was 70% male, 30%
female.

City of Montreal:

Montreal established its workforce literacy project in 1990 during the International Year
for Literacy for its 12,000 municipal employees. It is a comprehensive program which
entails upgrading of skills, courses on awareness, a library collection of self-help and
teaching materials and a policy on the use of Plain Language. The upgrading and
awareness courses were recommended by the Human Resources Department to City
Council and continue to be funded by the City. Local 301 assists with publicity on the
programs and support for potential students. Participants are assured that the program
results will be confidential.

The City of Montreal enlisted le Centre des ressources en education populaire to give the
courses. Approximately 30 students per session are enrolled, with the City and the
employee each donating two hours per week for two sessions of 45 hours each. As in the
case of the City of Kitchener, Montreal targeted participants by City Department.

The sequence was:

Public Works 
Supplies and Services 
Real Estate 
Recreation and Culture 
Community Development 
To-date, approximately, 150 municipal employees have participated.

Employees that deliver services to the public are given courses to help make them aware

 

 



of the difficulties experienced by people who are illiterate. This has been particularly
useful to police and social service staff.

The City of Montreal also enlisted the help of the Municipal Library to start a French
language collection for use by people who want to upgrade their literacy skills and by
trainers. This has been financed 50/50 by the municipal library budget and by the
National Literacy Secretariat. The books are distributed between five municipal libraries
and in educational libraries throughout the country.

Montreal has recently set up a policy on the use of Plain Language in its publications.
The first project was the revision of social housing and building code documents.

 

 



II. MUNICIPAL WORKPLACE INITIATIVES WITH PARTNERSHIPS

City of Vancouver:

In 1989, the City of Vancouver established the Hastings Institute to deliver a worker
education program that would be responsive to the learners' backgrounds and needs, as
well as to the learners' workplace issues. The Institute's 8,000 member workforce is
linguistically and culturally diverse, with employees from 35 different countries and
with 40 different languages. The program has the support of the City, the unions and
employees. Partners and sponsors of the Vancouver Municipal Workplace Language
Training Program (VMWLP) are:

.City of Vancouver 

.CUPE Local 1004 

.Vancouver School Board 

.Vancouver Municipal Regional Employees Union

VMWLP is also being implemented at a number of other work sites, such as crown
corporations and logging, mining and transportation industries.

From 1990-1992, 190 students participated in the City's program. Five did not complete
the training. Participation is given in percentage of the total by municipal department.
The students were from:

.Engineering: 60% male, 7% female 

.Finance: 9% male, 8% female 

.Health: 1% male, 9% female 

.Housing and Property: 20% male, 25% female

.Permits and Licensing: 5% male

.Human Resources: 2% female 

.Planning: 5% female 

.Parks Board: 24% male, 2% female 

.Library: 8% male, 5% female 

.City Clerk: 1% female

By ethnic background, the participants were Chinese, 24%; Italian, 13%; Portuguese,
9%; Philipino and Indo-Canadian, 7%; Canadian, 6%; Latin American, 5.5%; and
Polish, 5%. Other ethnic groups were in the 1-2% range. Overall the gender
participation has been:

.male at 65.3% 

.female at 34.7%

It is interesting to note that female participation is significantly higher in Vancouver.
This probably is due to the diversity of the workforce and encouragement by
departments that employ larger numbers of females, such as Health and Housing.

City of Saint John:

In 1992-93 the City of Saint John initiated two pilot projects on skills development for
its 600 employees: one time-shared and one private time, both paid for by the City.
They are currently being reviewed by City staff. The Human Resources staff person
indicated that basis skills development programs are likely to continue but with
modifications, particularly in regard to time-sharing arrangements and the type of

 

 



learning model.

In 1992, the City conducted an awareness campaign among its outside workers. The
"New Opportunities Program", a six month pilot project, began in November 1992 with
24 participants in the time-shared program. No numbers were available for the private
time participants. The unions supported the programs and referred workers with
assurances that participation would be voluntary and confidential.

Saint John contracted with the local community college to provide the course and to
conduct the information sessions and the evaluations of students. The City paid for the
books, the instructors and donated 50% of the time for the course. The employee had to
commit to the other 50% on his/her own time. Upon completion of literacy courses,
awards were presented to the participants by the Mayor and Council.

The New Opportunities Program plans to create partnerships with and receive
contributions from local non-profit organizations, the educational systems and other
levels of government. This will be a part of the next phase of the project.

 

 



OTTAWA

The City of Ottawa has approached the issue of literacy in a unique and perhaps more
comprehensive manner than other municipalities surveyed. The political arm wanted the
City to be a leader in the field and portray itself as an example to other municipalities.
As well, the City's efforts were not aimed solely at its 4,000 member workforce. Rather
it was a strategy that encompassed the City and the Region of Ottawa-Carleton and
included extensive consultation with community organizations, businesses and
professionals on the literacy question.

During 1990, the International Year for Literacy, the City of Ottawa set up a Mayor's
Task Force on Literacy to address the problem. The report of the Task Force, titled "A
Capital Challenge: The Ottawa Literacy Report", was presented in May 1991. The
primary recommendation was that the City establish itself as the "champion for literacy".
To accomplish this two organizations were recommended: the Council for Literacy and
the Literacy Advocate. The Council for Literacy would coordinate all organizations
involved in the literacy effort in Ottawa and develop a common strategy for the Ottawa-
Carleton area. As the executive counterpart , the Literacy Advocate would spearhead the
implementation of the strategy and would have the financial resources committed to do
so.

These recommendations were passed by City Council in November 1991 with two
provisos:

discussions with other public bodies would be held to seek their support for the
proposed structures and funds for the operation

the City would become a "model employer" by implementing plain language
policies and by further supporting the BEST program

In April 1992 the new Mayor in an attempt to keep the issue of literacy in the forefront
during a time of fiscal restraint, established a Literacy Team to review again the
recommendations of the Task Force. In particular, the group was asked to assess the
level of support and services for literacy among other public bodies in the Region.

By this time the Ottawa-Carleton Coalition for Literacy had been formed, challenging
the need for a Council on Literacy. It became apparent that the literacy effort was
lacking the financial resources for its mandate and not a structure. During the next
several months the Mayor and the Literacy Team met with other local mayors to
encourage their support for the Ottawa-Carleton Coalition for Literacy and to request
funds for it.

The Mayor continued to meet with the Coalition regularly to discuss the City's
involvement in literacy. City Council agreed to provide space for literacy training,
encourage City of Ottawa employees to participate in the Coalition's "train the trainer"
program, continue to improve and expand basic skills and plain language training and
sponsor an event on literacy on National Literacy Day in September to publicize the
initiatives undertaken by the City.

Since 1988, the City of Ottawa and CUPE 503 have been collaborating on an upgrading
program for its employees. Workers were enrolled in the BEST program (Basic
Education Skills Training), which provides literacy and second language training to two
groups of 30 students per year (approximate total of 300). Participants have been
predominantly blue collar workers and male (Only one female has taken the course.)

 

 



from the Department of Engineering and Works.

The BEST program is funded by the Ontario Department of Education and Training and
the Ontario Federation of Labour. Students are recruited by information sessions
organized by the union with target groups. Participation is voluntary and confidential. A
needs assessment is done by BEST staff to establish their personal goals. The City
donates the space for the classes, two of the four hours for classes per week and the
trainers' time.

BEST uses an approach similar to Laubach with co-workers providing the training.
Rather than it being on a one-to-one basis, however, BEST classes have 15-20
members.

Two other initiatives occurred independently in Ottawa during 1992-93:

The Ottawa Citizen made literacy its outreach function by setting up a Foundation
for Literacy. It will be community-based and involve a broad spectrum of
organizations concerned about literacy. The Foundation would raise funds,
organize events and sponsor special projects. A working group is developing the
concept.

Algonquin College through its Multicultural Workplace Program conducted a
needs assessment, "A Focus on the Impact of Basic Skills and Diversity Issues on
Training and Orientation", in 1992 on the City workforce. The recommendations
are now being studied by the Corporate Steering Committee. If implemented, they
will establish a comprehensive methodology for developing literacy skills among
City employees and create a guide for using Plain Language in communications
with the public.

Winnipeg:

Information on the City of Winnipeg must be considered unofficial. Attempts to
confirm the data have been unsuccessful. The Human Resources contact was
unavailable and no one else seemed to know about the program.

For the past 3-4 years the City of Winnipeg has had an informal agreement that staff
would be able to take literacy courses. The City arranged for the Winnipeg Volunteer
Reading Aids group to accept its employees. They use the Laubach method with on-site
tutoring and colleagues as the tutors. No City funds are given to the program.

 

 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Municipal governments are beginning to tackle the question of necessary workplace
skills of their workers, particularly blue collar males. The awareness of the issue seems
to have stemmed from the International Year for Literacy in 1990 and from the
leadership taken by other municipalities. While the number of municipal workforce
literacy policies and programs is not large, it is significant that they emerged during a
time of severe fiscal restraints. In 1991 there were two involved in literacy projects; two
years later there are eight with at least two others in the planning stage. Municipal
governments need to be given information on the municipalities that have literacy
programs and the costs, the partnerships created and tangible success stories. The cities
of Victoria and Prince George were impressed by the City of Vancouver initiative.
Medicine Hat would not have a literacy program without the influence of the City of
Calgary.

The municipalities that are funding literacy programs totally indicated that the programs
may be terminated due to lack of funds unless other sources or partners are found. In the
case of Calgary, the union lobbied effectively to have it reinstated. The Hastings
Institute in Vancouver has sought crown corporations and local companies as partners.

Municipal unions have played a key role in the establishment of programs. They have
encouraged employees and organized information sessions as well as delivering literacy
programs. The National Literacy Secretariat should look at the role of the unions more
closely.

While the unions have been instrumental in the implementation of municipal workforce
projects, municipal politicians and human resources staff have also been key players.
Generally, the thrust has come first from the human resources staff and then to the
politicians for acceptance and formalization of the policy for the municipal workplace.

Plain Language policy is important to several municipalities. As they seek ways to serve
the public more efficiently, communications, particularly written, are being studied more
closely for ease of understanding. The City of Montreal, as well, gives its staff courses
on how to serve and be sensitive to people that are illiterate, an initiative that should be
encouraged for all municipalities.

Recommendations:

It is recommended that:

1. A survey of municipalities with populations over 40,000 be done to
determine the awareness of literacy issues in their workforce (approximately
350 employees)

2. Literacy councils, organizations, and educational institutions be surveyed
to determine the extent, if any, of involvement with municipal governments
for the provision of workforce upgrading programs

3. Research be done to determine the extent of indirect support by
municipal governments to community literacy, such as grants-in-lieu and
provision of space

4. The results of 1-3 be part of a "How To" manual on municipal
involvement (nationally and internationally) in workforce upgrading. This

 

 



booklet would also include the following:

A description of the benefits and the costs of workforce upgrading

A list of the partnerships presently working towards worker literacy

An explanation of the Plain Language strategy

The report could be distributed to politicians, municipal administrators and
unions

5. Videos be done of municipal workforce literacy projects for use by
municipal governments, unions, etc

6. The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the Canadian
Association of Municipal Administrators (CAMA) be asked to encourage
their members to make workforce literacy a priority by articles in their
publications and workshops at annual conferences **

7. FCM and CAMA be asked to plan workshops at their Annual
Conferences on Plain Language usage and its potential, to further service
the public and for the personal development of its employees

8. FCM and/or CAMA be approached to sponsor one pilot project per
region (5 in total) in municipalities with no policies/programs on skill
upgrading

9. A presentation be made to the Big City Mayors Caucus (municipalities
with populations over 200,000) encouraging them to set examples for
smaller municipalities by establishing policies/programs on literacy for its
staff and on the benefits of Plain Language

10. The National Literacy Secretariat encourage unions to be more
proactive in municipal workforce literacy

** The impetus for municipal workplace literacy initiatives has generally been from
human resources employees. It is for this reason that an organization such as CAMA
(Canadian Association of Municipal Administrators) should be considered as an avenue
for future work in this area.

 

 



LITERACY INITIATIVES IN CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What are the current initiatives being undertaken by municipal governments on
literacy?

2. What were the reasons for the municipality becoming involved in literacy? i.e.
population characteristics, new Canadians, personal development of employees, service
to the public

3. What sector of municipal government employees exhibited the most need for
increased literacy skills?

4. Who initiated the request for literacy training; i.e. politicians, unions, human resources
personnel, employees?

5. Where is the funding for the training program coming from; i.e., municipality, union
funds, grants, United Way, individual, etc.?

6. Is the employee expected to take the training on his personal time, work time or a
combination?

7. Is the employee's job contingent on a successful literacy training or is it voluntary?

8. Has the municipality become partners with other community organizations to provide
literacy training, such as the YMCA, John Howard Society, teachers group, community
college, etc.?

9. Can your municipality give a grant to a local organization for literacy training? Under
what category? Does this affect the provision of the training, such as confidentiality,
frequency and numbers of participants?

10. Would your municipal staff benefit from courses in "Plain Language" to help them
write and speak in a clearer, simpler fashion when dealing with the public?

11. IF A PROVINCIAL MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION, are there resolutions on literacy
from its members?

CONTACTS ON MUNICIPAL WORKFORCE LITERACY PROGRAMS

City of Kitchener Leanne Moses 
Human Resources Officer

City of Calgary Conrad Murphy
Chairman, Basic Education Alternate Delivery

City of Medicine Hat Allen Vanden Berg
Manager, Employment & Adult Development Programs
Medicine Hat College

City of Montreal Hubert Lebrun 
Training Coordinator

City of Vancouver Gary Pharness 
Hastings Institute

City of Saint John Peter Morgan 
Research and Information Coordinator

City of Ottawa Michelle O'Brien 

 

 



Human Resources
City of Winnipeg Sandra Harychuk 

Human Resources

BACK
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